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A
aberrant behaviour in a space  23
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antonymy  219
augmented reality (AR)  29
autobiographical memory  186

B
baroque  147
being-in concept  187
being-with concept  188
boundedness  94

C
change process motivations  47
CityNova  160
co-hyponymy  221
collaborative virtual environments (CVEs)  174
communication concepts  196–213
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computer-mediated communication (CMC)  175
computer mediated communication, spatial language  
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D
diegetic space  133
digital dérive  159
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early renaissance  145
everyday memory  185
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fiasco  160
first person shooter (FPS) game  174

G
geometry of sense relations  222
gnosis  1–16
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H
homonymy (polysemy)  220
human-SpeckNet interaction (HSI)  28
hybridity  134
hypernym  221
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information places  96
information retrieval (IR)  214
information spaces  96
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Internet cafés  57
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landscapes of the mind  10
language in shared games  174
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macroscopic measurement scale  19
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measurement attempts, previous  18
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memory prosthetics  183–195
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message  204
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mind of a mathematician  7
modern day  151
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native English speakers, experiment  176
navigating information space  29
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object-event listening  122
online directions, giving  175
organizational identities  45
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paradigm  202
patterns of geonosy  1–16
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physicality of space  91
pictorial film  135
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pictorial progress  131
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places  189
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quake friends  164
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reconfiguring the rose  70–89
reconfiguring the rose, virtual workspace  74
representing space  128–140
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S
semiotic dynamics, physical ecology  12
sense-making listening  122
sociality of place  91
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space and organizational processes  42
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spatial analogies  97
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technology meets memory  187
technosocial space  54–69
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transformation process  49
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visual culture  131
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